Chief Integrated Health Officer at
Heartland Alliance, and teaches Health
and Human Rights and Health Care and
the Limits of State Action..

GLOBAL
GETDOWN
This quarter we hosted our annual banquet to
hear from campus and community leaders about
their roles in public health work. This year's
theme was "The Reach and Importance of
Interdisciplinary Public Health Work,"
reflecting how new avenues of healthcare work
draw from multiple disciplines.

Finance and Operations Associate at NowPow.
NowPow is a multi-sided technology that
connects people to community resources,
addressing chronic health and social conditions..

We have been developing M&E protocols for
Tiasamale, Yeep, and GoGirls. With the help of
Comms, we finalized lesson plans on loans,
contraceptives, and nutrition for those living
with HIV and sent them to DIN. We began
developing monitoring and evaluation
strategies. With the help of Local
Partnerships, we began developing surveys to
be administered at DIN’s community groups.
We will continue to develop these next
quarter, as well as work on planning this
summer’s GROW trip.

Dr. Olopade's research is focused on
asthma management practices,
particularly the relationship between
environmental and genetic factors in
developing countries.

Medical Student of Bridgeport
Free Clinic. The clinic provides
important medical care to the
community of Bridgeport such
as screening patients for
conditions and helping enroll
patients in insurance programs.

His research focuses on HIV/AIDS
prevention in sub-Saharan Africa and the
Americas. He also teaches Health and
Human Rights each year.

GHU started the quarter by finishing up our
Comms has been focused on collaborative
nutrition curriculum and bringing in guest
projects. With Global Partnerships, we
speaker Wendy Zeldin from the 61st St.
produced and sent 3 lesson plans for DIN
Farmer’s Market. We focused on developing
Malawi’s Youth Employment Empowerment
internal projects, including revamping the
Program to be used as teaching materials to
GlobeMed library, creating the new GlobeMed
encourage youth entrepreneurship. With
Weekly Newsletter. We are also continuing to
Campaigns, we marketed Global Getdown,
move forward with individual research projects
our chapter’s largest event of the year, to bring
within our team. Finally, we are gearing up to
a wider community discussion of health and
start the fall quarter curriculum which will be
public service to our campus.
centered around health and migration.

Our key focus of this quarter was planning
Internal Development has had a full quarter!
Global Getdown to engage the community
Some of the things accomplished this quarter
with a broad range of topics relating to
were the creation of the Internship and Skills
interdisciplinary public health work. The team
database, hosting the morning call with DIN,
organized logistics, speakers, auction items,
and forming connections with other chapters
and marketing in collaboration with the
at events such as The Windy City Retreat. We
Comms team. We also raised $2000 to send to
hope to strengthen our presence in the
DIN Malawi through our partnership with
chapter next quarter through more bonding
Kaplan, and our goals for next quarter include events such as regular library study sessions,
meeting the final $1000 of our fundraising
collaboration with other RSOs, and the hosting
goal. In addition, we hope to work with other
of the first ID led awareness campaign. We’re
RSOs to host educational events.
excited for the things ahead!

This quarter was both rewarding and exciting
for the Local Partnerships team! We solidified
a partnership with a great organization,
Options for Youth. After having a few
meetings with the Options for Youth team, we
have started to develop plans for next
quarter. As of right now, we plan to help our
partner with social media and research.

